
How To Land Your First Vo Job: A
Comprehensive Guide to Voice Over and
Voice Acting
Are you passionate about using your voice to bring characters to life or narrate
stories? Have you ever dreamt of being the voice behind commercials, video
games, animated films, or audiobooks? If so, you've likely considered pursuing a
career in voice over (Vo) or voice acting. Landing your first Vo job might seem like
an insurmountable task, but with the right guidance and determination, you can
turn your dream into a reality.

The Art of Voice Over

Voice over is an art form that involves using your voice to convey emotions, tell
stories, and create characters, all while bringing scripts to life. Whether it's the
booming voice of a movie trailer narrator or the whimsical voice of an animated
character, the possibilities in voice acting are endless.

So, how do you get started on your journey to becoming a successful voice
actor? What steps can you take to land your first Vo job? Let's dive into the world
of voice over and explore some essential tips and strategies that will help you
achieve your goals.
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1. Develop Your Voice Acting Skills

Before pursuing any Vo job opportunities, it's crucial to hone your voice acting
skills. Remember, your voice is your instrument, and just like any other
instrument, it requires practice and refinement.

Consider taking acting classes or workshops to help you understand the art of
performance and vocal techniques. These classes can teach you how to breathe
properly, project your voice, and deliver lines convincingly. Voice acting requires
more than just having a pleasant voice – it's about emoting, understanding the
nuances of speech, and capturing the essence of the character or script.

2. Create Your Voice Acting Portfolio

Once you've gained some confidence in your abilities, it's time to create a voice
acting portfolio. This would serve as a showcase of your range, talent, and
versatility as a voice actor. A well-crafted portfolio can leave a lasting impression
on casting directors.

Include a variety of samples that demonstrate your ability to voice different
characters, moods, and genres. Consider recording pieces in different accents or
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languages if you have the skills. You can also showcase your vocal talents by
narrating short stories or recording lines from movies and TV shows.

Remember to make your portfolio easily accessible online by creating a
professional website or using popular platforms like SoundCloud or YouTube.
Providing a link or embedding audio samples in your applications can help
casting agents or clients easily gauge your talent and determine if you're the right
fit for their projects.

3. Find Voice Over Opportunities

With your skills sharpened and your portfolio ready, it's time to start searching for
voice over opportunities. Thanks to the internet, there are now numerous
avenues where you can find exciting projects and auditions.

Sign up on voice acting websites and online platforms specifically designed to
connect voice actors with clients looking for their services. Websites like
Voices.com, VoiceBunny, and Bodalgo are just a few examples of platforms that
host various voice over projects and offer opportunities for both beginners and
professionals.

Additionally, consider joining local acting or voice acting communities to connect
with like-minded individuals and find out about audition opportunities. Networking
is crucial in the entertainment industry, and you never know when a chance
encounter or recommendation might lead to your first Vo job.

4. Prepare for Auditions

Auditions can be nerve-wracking, but proper preparation can significantly
increase your chances of success. When you receive an audition script or sides,



take the time to analyze the context, understand the character you'll be voicing,
and bring your unique interpretation to the role.

Practice reading the script out loud, experiment with different tones and delivery
styles, and seek feedback from trusted peers or mentors. This preparation will not
only help you deliver a confident performance but also allow you to showcase
your creativity and versatility.

5. Embrace Rejection and Keep Improving

Rejection is a common occurrence in any creative field, and voice acting is no
exception. It's essential to remember that landing your first Vo job may take time,
patience, and perseverance.

Take each rejection as an opportunity to learn and grow. Ask for feedback
whenever possible, and use it constructively to refine your skills. There is always
room for improvement, whether it's enhancing your diction, working on specific
accents, or expanding your vocal range.

6. Market Yourself

In today's digital age, marketing yourself as a voice actor is crucial. Create a
strong online presence by leveraging social media platforms like LinkedIn,
Instagram, and Twitter. Post regular updates about your projects, share samples
of your work, and engage with your audience.

Consider investing in a professional voice recording setup or studio to ensure the
highest audio quality in your demos and auditions. Showcase your
professionalism and dedication to the craft by delivering top-notch recordings and
meeting deadlines.



Furthermore, don't hesitate to reach out to potential clients or casting directors
directly. Send personalized emails showcasing your talent and expressing your
interest in their projects. A well-crafted email can make a lasting impression and
may open doors to exciting opportunities.

7. Stay Determined and Never Give Up

The journey to landing your first Vo job may have its ups and downs, but it's
important to stay determined and never give up. Keep honing your skills,
expanding your knowledge, and seeking new opportunities.

Engage with the voice acting community, attend workshops and conferences, and
stay updated on industry trends. Join online forums or groups where you can
connect with other aspiring voice actors or industry professionals. Collaborating,
sharing experiences, and learning from others can be invaluable on your journey.

Remember, every successful voice actor started somewhere. Landing your first
Vo job is just the beginning of an exciting career filled with endless possibilities
and opportunities to showcase your unique voice and talent.

Voice over and voice acting can be a fulfilling and lucrative career for those
passionate about the art of storytelling through sound. With dedication, practice,
and the right strategies, you can land your first Vo job and embark on an
incredible journey as a professional voice actor.

Now that you have a comprehensive guide to help you navigate the path to
success, it's time to put it into action. Hone your skills, build your portfolio, find
opportunities, and stay determined. Your dream of being the voice behind
memorable characters and stories will become a reality!
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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO MAKING MONEY FROM VOICE ACTING
 

• Have you gone down the voice over online video and blog rabbit hole?

• Finding it hard to know just what to do first?

• What if you had a simple, step-by-step guide to working in the lucrative voice
over industry?

 

There are plenty of people earning great money from home as professional voice
over artists, but if you’re not already in the business, it can seem impossible to
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break in. 
 

THE MISSING LINK TO PAID VOICE OVER ACTING

 

In this book you’ll gain access to the exclusive world of professional voice over in
seven simple steps.

Voice over actor Chris Agos walks you through the most effective ways to earn
money in today’s professional voice over industry, and more importantly, how to
keep your career rolling. You’ll gain a clearly-defined map of the industry that will
open up opportunities you’d never have thought possible. What’s more, we’ve
included sample scripts and audio tracks of every important voice over style, so
you can hear how the professionals do it.

 

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN:

• The ten ways voice actors earn money from home

• The most effective ways to develop your voice over acting skills

• The two essential resources that all voice talent should never be without

• How to perform the fourteen essential voice over styles that dominate the
industry

• How not to get a talent agent



• How to create a voice over demo that converts into paying jobs

• BONUS 1: A complete list of 25 free actionable steps you can take right now to
advance your progress.

• BONUS 2: A full glossary of VO industry terms.

 

No matter where you live, how much time you have or what gear you use, The
Voice Over Startup Guide: How To Land Your First VO Job takes you from your
first steps in recording, to getting full-time paid work as a voice over actor. If you
want to break into the voice over industry and make money with your speaking
voice, this is the book for you.
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